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Resumo
Hoje em dia diversos estudos na a´rea da astrof´ısica sa˜o focados em emisso˜es infraver-
melhas. Os detectores com maior sensibilidade para estes comprimentos de onda sa˜o
supercondutores e teˆm de ser arrefecidos ate´ temperaturas na ordem dos 100mK. Para
ser feita uma espetroscopia de larga escala sa˜o necessa´rios arrays com centenas ou mil-
hares de detectores (e.g. Transition Edge Sensors). Na u´ltima decada o tamanho dos
arrays aumentou ate´ 100 p´ıxeis, no entanto, para serem alcanc¸ados arrays que contenham
milhares de p´ıxeis e´ necessa´ria uma mudanc¸a fundamental desta tecnologia.
Uma grande limitac¸a˜o no tamanho dos arrays de TES e´ a quantidade de cablagem
necessa´ria para fazer a transmissa˜o de sinal desde a alimentac¸a˜o a 300K ate´ aos detectores
que trabalham a temperaturas crioge´nicas. Isto gera interfereˆncias electromagne´ticas e
problemas ligados ao aumento de temperatura, especialmente em instrumentac¸a˜o espa-
cial, onde a poteˆncia de alimentac¸a˜o a temperaturas muito baixas e´ limitada.
Nesta tese e´ feito um estudo da viabilidade de um esquema de leitura de multiplexac¸a˜o
por frequeˆncia para um nu´mero elevado de detectores TES. Isto e´ feito com ajuda de dis-
positivos Superconducting-Isolator-Superconducting (SIS) que operam a frequeˆncias na
zona dos GHz e actuam como conversores de frequeˆncia e como conversores de RF para
DC em conjunto com Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) que faz
uma leitura simultaˆnea de um determinado numero de p´ıxeis. Futuras implementac¸o˜es
deste design iriam permitir a leitura e controlo de milhares de pixels usando apenas um
cabo coaxial em vez de milhares de cabos individuais.
Para fins de demonstrac¸a˜o foram simuladas, produzidas e testadas treˆs placas de circuito
impresso com componentes comerciais e um sistema de multiplexac¸a˜o por frequeˆncia com
linhas microstrip produzidas com um material supercondutor (Nio´bio).
Os resultados foram bastante satisfato´rios. Os SIS a trabalhar como conversores de RF
para DC a 2.5GHz tiveram uma excelente prestac¸a˜o e os resultados do nosso sistema
de alimentac¸a˜o a controlar a bobina de re-alimentac¸a˜o de um SQUID foram melhores
do que espera´vamos. O funcionamento do SIS como mixer tambe´m foi demonstrado e
o sistema de multiplexac¸a˜o constitu´ıdo por um banco de filtros desenhado com linhas
microstrip a actuar entre 4 e 6Ghz mostrou resultados muito semelhantes com as sim-
ulac¸o˜es e representa o pro´ximo passo na minituarizac¸a˜o da eletro´nica de multiplexac¸a˜o.
Estes resultados demonstraram uma prova de conceito e indicam que, com mais al-
gumas melhorias nas pro´ximas iterac¸o˜es sera´ conseguido um sistema que trabalha de
forma completamente independente e que podera´ ser inclu´ıdo em futuros projectos de
astrof´ısica.

Abstract
Nowadays many studies in astrophysics focus on the detection of far-infrared and sub-
millimeter radiation. The most sensitive detectors for these wavelengths are supercon-
ducting detectors that have to be cooled to temperatures of order 100 mK. Large scale
imaging or spectroscopy require large arrays of detectors (e.g. Transition Edge Sensors)
containing hundreds or thousands of elements. In the last decade the size of the array
increased to several 100 pixels, however, a jump to an array containing thousands of
pixels requires a fundamental redesign of this existing technology.
A serious limitation in the size of current cryogenic TES detector arrays is the large wire
count from the room temperature electronics to the detectors at cryogenic temperatures.
This gives rise to a lot of engineering problems such as electromagnetic interferences and
thermal issues, especially for space instrumentation where the cooling power at low tem-
peratures is very limited.
In this thesis we study the feasibility of a cryogenic , low power, frequency multiplexed
read-out scheme for a large number of Transition Edge Sensor (TES) detectors. This
is done with help of Superconducting-Isolator-Superconducting (SIS) devices operating
at GHz frequencies and working as frequency up- and down- converters and as RF-to-
DC converters together with a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
for simultaneous local read-out. Future implementations of this design would allow the
read-out and control of thousands of pixels with one single coaxial cable instead of thou-
sand separate wires.
For demonstration of the SIS-based RF-to-DC conversion and down-conversion, three
different Printed Circuit Boards with commercial discrete components and a super-
conducting multiplexing frequency division scheme with Niobium microstrip lines were
simulated, produced and tested.
The results were very satisfying. The SIS devices have shown an excellent performance
when acting as RF-to-DC converter at 2.5 GHz and the initial results of our bias system
for control of a feedback coil of a SQUID were better than we could have expected,
although improvements in the noise measurements could easily be done in future iter-
ations. Furthermore the performance of the SIS as a GHz to MHz mixer was shown
and finally a multiplexing system with a superconducting Nb microstrip line filter bank
working around 4-6 GHz showed a performance close to simulations and demonstrated
a next step in possible miniaturisation of the superconducting multiplexing electronics.
These results give a proof of principle and indicate that with some improvements in the
following iterations we can get a whole independent working scheme that could possibly
be included in future astrophysical projects.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 About SRON
This research project was the result of a Erasmus Placement program from University
of Coimbra in collaboration with SRON Groningen (Netherlands Institute for Space Re-
search).
SRON [1] is the Dutch national center for space research and it focusses on the de-
velopment and exploitation of satellite instruments for astrophysical and earth-oriented
research. SRON has two laboratories within the Netherlands, in Groningen and Utrecht.
SRON has about 200 employees divided in 5 divisions. However, good communication
between employees and divisions is one of its strongest advantages and has resulted in a
prominent role in space science over the last decade, with recently a principal investiga-
tor role in the HIFI/Herschel instrument and currently a PI role in the SPICA/SAFARI
Instrument.
In March 2015 I started my work at the company as an intern and during 6 months I
did some developments and research within my project’s subject, proposed by Gert de
Lange. [2]
During my stay, I had the joy of working directly with people from both SRON Gronin-
gen and Utrecht and with people with the most variable functions. Considered the topic
of my project, most of my connections were made with people from the electronics de-
partment but also from the Cryogenics group, within the Instrument Science Group.
However, the environment within the company made room for good contact with all the
employees during the breaks and non-working hours.
Within SRON I had the freedom to work in different labs and with completely different
instruments, which gave me a lot of experience and autonomy. I could work in the
1
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electronics lab, where all the electronics devices were tested and where the printed cir-
cuit boards were printed and mounted. I could work in a clean-room, during my work
with superconducting devices. I could also do, always under supervision, the filling of
the cryostats with Nitrogen and Helium and finally I could make use of top technology
devices during my measurements and had access to all software simulation and design
packages required by the project.
1.2 Motivation and Goals
During the last few years the amount of astrophysics studies on the far infrared and
sub-milimiter emissions had increase continuously. These studies allows the scientific
community to learn more about cool objects in the universe, as for example, planetary
atmospheres, the interstellar medium and external galaxies and early and late type stars.
They are then essential to understand star formation and the evolution of galaxies. For
this reason engineering has to keep up its evolution rhythm.
The most sensitive detectors for the far-infrared are superconducting detectors operating
at around 100 mK. Arrays containing 100 detectors, e.g. Transition Edge Sensors (TES),
were already produced and used for this purpose, however to design bigger arrays, with
for example 10000 pixels, a change in the previous technology is required.
From results of the previous designs it is known that the number of pixels in the arrays
is limited by the complexity of the read-out-scheme. The large wire count from the room
temperature electronics to the cryogenic detectors causes engineering issues related to
electromagnetic interference (EMI) and thermal design.
To significantly reduce the wiring in the system, we will focus on a frequency-division
multiplexing read-out scheme. We prupose to apply an extra layer of frequency multi-
plexing for N channels, by frequency up- and down- conversion and RF-to-DC conversion
with superconducting tunnel junctions (SIS) operating at GHz frequencies.
The goal of this project is to design, build and test a demonstrator of this multiplexing
scheme (with only a few channels) and experimentally show that low-noise SQUIDs and
TES detectors can be biased with this prototype. Furthermore it is required to perform
high frequency simulations and characterization of the RF-multiplexing circuits and it
is obviously necessary to understand how the devices behave when combined at low
temperatures.
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1.3 Proposed Frequency-Multiplexed TES Read-out Scheme
In the currently existing Frequency Division read-out scheme (FDM), a channel of M
pixels (about 100) can be AC biased (in a signal band of frequency range 1-3 MHZ) over
three twisted pairs of wires. More pixels require more channels and thus more wiring.
The proposed scheme uses room temperature up-converters to place the signal band of
the read-out on a GHz carrier and then superconducting down convertors close to the
detectors to generate the MHz frequencies for the AC-biasing of the detectors. In the
proposed scheme, N channels of each M TES pixels are operated under AC bias, each
of them with a specific carrier frequency. The frequency separation of the carriers is
achieved by a high Q (superconducting) bandgap filter, which will be a subject of this
study. With this scheme, MxN pixels can be biased simultaneously. The read-out of
each channel is done with a low-noise DC-SQUID.
A SQUID for this purpose requires DC biasing and DC flux-offsets, something that for
a large number of SQUIDS becomes difficult to achieve because of the number of wires
needed. For example, in large scale arrays with K pixels, N =
K
M
parallel channels with
their own SQUID amplifier have to be used. As a second application of the SIS device we
have investigated the use of the SIS device as an RF-to-DC convertor (a rectifier). With
a frequency multiplexed scheme we then are able to create and control many different
DC-bias currents over a single coaxial line and a single pair of wires for the DC biasing
of the SIS devices.
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The next figure is a good representation of the system:
Figure 1.1: Schematic of the proposed frequency multiplexed read-out design
The idea is based on an existing frequency division multiplexing read-out of channel N
at a MHz frequency range and superimpose M different frequencies for each channel [2].
The strong carriers (fCN ) at GHz frequencies (now containing these M frequencies) will
be transmitted over a single coaxial line and afterwards multiplexed into N channels by
superconducting bandpass filters that only transmit a narrow band around the carrier
frequency (fCN ).
These frequency carriers can be chosen at a convenient frequency that should be com-
patible with the warm electronics and the coaxial cabling. Furthermore the frequency
spacing of the N carriers should be ∆fCN > fRMAX , where fRMAX is the highest fre-
quency of the MHz frequency band.
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Each of the sub-channels has its own function:
Sub-channel 1 - A SIS device is used as a RF-to-DC converter. This one
combined with a frequency selective filter, creates an RF-power controlled frequency
multiplexed DC-source that uses a single coaxial line and a single voltage bias for the
junctions. This source will be able to bias the DC-SQUID. Furthermore the low pass
filter at the output of the SIS device, is needed to avoid leakage of the RF pump. In
Chapter 4, a design for this purpose can be found.
Sub-channel 2 - After the multiplexing of the N frequencies, there is a down-
conversion process. Here the strong carrier fCN takes the role of a local oscillator
frequency for the SIS device (SISdown−conv). Their operation as GHz mixers in combi-
nation with low pass filters, converts AC-bias signals (previously superimposed) on the
GHz carrier, back to the original comb at MHz frequencies. Subsequently the TES will
detect this signal and the following SQUID (biased by the previous channel) will read
his electronic response.
Sub-channel 3 - Finally the M output signals of the SQUID will be combined
with the carrier signal and fed into a SIS device that acts as a frequency up-converter
(SISup−conv). The resulting signal of the N channels is combined and amplified by a
low noise amplifier at a elevated temperature (LN amplifier) which is used for all the N
channels.
Our work starts with the design of one or two satisfactory multiplexing systems for the
SQUID biasing. Furthermore, testing the feasibility of these multiplexing systems and
compare them is the main goal of this thesis. As an extra we also try to demonstrate
the workability of SIS devices as down-converters.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
After the motivation and goals of this project, this thesis starts explaining the back-
ground theory and working principle behind all superconducting components that were
used in the final design.
As an independent chapter from the previous one we have chapter 3, where is explained
the filter design theory and different accurate designs for microwave frequencies are ex-
plored. The chapter starts with general concepts for filtering design, then it jumps to
SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) filters and finally it ends describing the design theory
with transmission lines, more specifically microstrip lines.
Chapter 4 focusses on the PCB design and the required simulations during this project.
It starts by describing the simulation software packages for these purposes and then it
continues by explaining the design of each of the produced boards.
Chapter 5 is a detailed description of all the experiments done with the produced boards
and a discussion of the obtained results. Finally in Chapter 6 we have the final conclu-
sion of the project.
Appendix A describes all the boards’ layout done with one of the simulation software
packages, Appendix B describes all the designs and respective simulations for multiplex-
ing frequency division with microstrip lines and in Appendix C the IV curves for each
of the SIS devices used in the boards are presented.
Chapter 2
Superconducting Components
To fully understand the working principle of these components is important to consider
the differences in the conductivity mechanisms of normal metals and superconductors.
Remembering the Fermi theory of free electrons, we successfully describe the behaviour
of a metal composed by an electron gas. According to this theory, is not possible for two
different electrons to have the same energy, i.e. occupy the same energy level. For that
reason there are different states within the metal’s electronic structure. One of these
states is the conductivity level that in a metal is not totally fulfilled.
Figure 2.1: Density of states of a metal
In the ideal case of temperatures close to 0K, the highest energy level is known as Fermi-
level. As the temperature starts to increase, the electrons will overgo excitations due
to this increment, over an energy range of kT , leading to the fulfilment of a level above
the Fermi level. This zone is called conduction band and its electrons are responsible
for transporting electrical charges (see figure 2.1 ).
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When there is presence of current in the metal, or, in other words, when there is move-
ment of electrical charges, the electrons will interact with the ions, causing displacements
of their lattice positions and generating vibrational waves (phonons). Both of these pro-
cesses are mainly responsible for the resistive behaviour of metals and the decrease of
the energy of their conducting electrons.
When it comes to superconducting materials, the situation is totally different and their
behaviour can be explained based on the BCS theory. [3]
All superconductors have a transition temperature TC where their behaviour overgoes
a big switch-over. Under this temperature (T < TC) the electrons form pairs due to
phonon interactions, known as Cooper-Pairs or BCS pairs. [3] Furthermore, the Bose
quantum statistics says that these particles are allowed, in the conductivity zone, to be
described by the same wave-function and therefore occupy the same energy level. For
this reason there is no energy loss while interacting with the lattice and no interaction
with free electrons.
In addition, is important to refer that the un-coupled pairs, also known as quasi-particles,
do not participate in the charge transfer, unless the Cooper-pair current is exceeded.
2.1 SIS Working Principle
Superconductor-Insulator-Superconductor (SIS) tunnel junctions or also known as Su-
perconducting Tunnel Junction (STJ) are electronic devices that consists of two super-
conductors separated by a very thin of insulating material, typically an oxide.
Figure 2.2: Representation of a SIS device on the left and its current-voltage (I-V)
curve with or without an Local Oscilattor on, in the right side
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At zero voltage both superconductors have their Fermi level aligned and the Cooper
pairs from both sides of the insulator can pass through it due to tunnelling through the
thin insulating barrier. These pairs will generate a current without giving rise to any
voltage. This current, is for this reason known as supercurrent or Josephson current and
will be visible in our experiments. In any case this one has a maximum value, called
critical current of the junction, IC .
In resume, we will have the presence of a supercurrent passing through the insulator,
but if by chance this one is overpassed, is necessary to take into account the current
generated by the quasi-particles flow.
As we can see in figure 2.2, there are three different working zones: the supercurrent, the
sub-gap region, and the normal state region, determined essentially by the gap voltage
value. This is determined only by the enegy gap of the two superconductors but can be
lowered by impurities or by a thin metal layer in the vicinity of the tunnel barrier. Here
we can see an IV curve of an SIS device with (blue curve) and without (red curve) exter-
nal radiation being applied. The blue curve illustrates the situation where an RF source
(a so-called local oscilator power supply) is biasing the device leading to the presence
of a photon-assisted tunneling (explained in the following section). Let’s now explore
what happens in the ideal case of a non biased device:
1: For voltages under Vg (Gap voltage) the two lower zones of the superconductors
overlap and no significant quasi-particle current is passing through the carrier, unless
there are thermal excitations. The current within this range is known as leakage current
and would be zero in an ideal SIS device . This value is useful to measure the quality
of a junction, represented by a quality factor, Q, that for a good junction should be as
high as possible.
2: At the gap voltage, the free zone of one of the superconductors is aligned with
the occupied zone of the other one and electrons can travel directly through the barrier.
At this point a quasi-particle current will start to flow and the value of the current is
determined by the area of the junction and its barrier transparency.
3: If the bias voltage is increased above the gap voltage the SIS junction will
behave as a normal tunnel junction with a resistance value of RN . This value depends
mainly on the transparency of the barrier and on the area of the junction (inversely
proportional).
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As can be seen in the figure, the SIS device has a very non-linear current voltage relation
close to the gap voltage. This non-linearity is the reason that the SIS device can be used
as a mixer and as a rectifier (as with any non-linear diode)
2.1.1 SIS as RF-to-DC Converters
When RF radiation is applied across the SIS junction, photons can be absorbed by
quasi-particles or Cooper-pairs. The energy of the quasi-particles undergoes a energy
raising of nhF , where n is the number of photons absorbed at a time per a single quasi-
particle. This means that the free-zone of superconductor-1 can be reached for bias
voltages within the range of 2∆− nhF <| eV |< 2∆.
This process is known as Photon-assisted tunneling and leads to big steps in current at
voltages intervals nhFe from the gap voltage (see blue line in figure 2.2 ). These intervals
are known as photon steps of order n and the process of submitting the SIS junction to
a RF radiation is known as pumping.
The generated current, i.e. the number of quasi-particles tunnelling depends on the
number of arriving photons and so, on the power of the source as well.
The pumped current-voltage curve of a SIS junction and the precise expression for the
RF current across the junction can be both obtained from quantum theory [4] but it
will not be discussed in detail in this thesis.
In resume, if we bias the SIS device with voltage a little less than the gap voltage, it
begins to work as a current source controlled by the power of the RF signal in the input,
e.g. the RF signal will change the IV curve of the SIS device.
2.1.2 SIS Junctions as Frequency Mixers
For a SIS junction to act as Up and Down converter it would have to act as a frequency
mixer. A trivial frequency mixer is an electrical circuit that creates new signals at sum
and difference frequencies when two signals at different frequencies are applied to it. In
this case a SIS will take that role and shift in our case from a GHz frequency range to
a MHz frequency range.
The advantage of using a SIS devices as cryogenic GHz frequency converters is that the
required power levels are on the order of micro-watt, whereas semi-conductor devices
have a dissipation of typically a few mW. Furthermore the SIS device input and output
levels are directly compatible with the SQUID and TES devices. This way the SIS
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devices can be fabricated to meet requirements on dynamic ranges and voltage levels.
The mixing properties of a SIS junction can be analyzed by the equation:
Fm = mFLO + FIF (2.1)
Where FLO is the local oscillator frequency, FIF is intermediate frequency and m an inte-
ger number from −∞ to +∞. Supposing that all the signals with higher frequencies are
shorted by the capacitance of the SIS junction, we will restrict our range to m = −1, 0, 1.
The following figure (2.3 ) is a representation of the mixer as multi-port electrical system:
Figure 2.3: Representation of a SIS device as a mixer
The mixing process of both F−1, also known as LowerSideBand(LSB) and the Upper-
SideBand (USB) F+1 will produce the output FIF . This process can be represented by
the following matrix:

I1
0
I−1
 =

Y11 + YUSB Y10 Y1−1
Y01 Y00 + YL Y0−1
Y−11 Y−10 Y−1−1 + YLSB


V1
V0
V−1

Where I1, YUSB and I−1, YLSB are the current amplitude and internal admittance of the
equivalent signal source at the USB and LSB frequency, while YL is the load admittance
at the IF port. Assuming that the LO current signal is much stronger than the other
signals there is no need to represent it in this model and so, these are considered small
modulations of the local oscillator signal that cannot change its amplitude. All the Ymm′
parameters can be determined as soon as the DC current-voltage characteristic of the
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SIS and its Kramers-Kroning transform are determined. This process can be done using
quantum theory, and it is very well described in [5].
The following figure (2.4 ) is a more detailed representation of the frequency up- and
down-conversion process:
Figure 2.4: Frequency conversion using a mixer. Up-conversion on top and down-
conversion in the bottom
Taking a look to the representation of the up-conversion process we see that two dif-
ferent frequencies (fRF = fLO ± fIF ) are the result of the mixing process between the
frequency of a local oscilator (fLO) and a much lower frequency (fIF ), known as inter-
mediate frequency. This result with both upper sideband (fRF = fLO + fIF ) and lower
sideband (fRF = fLO − fIF )is knwon as a double-sideband (DSB) signal, however, the
use of a filter or by using a single-sideband mixer can reduce this signal to one with a
single frequency, known as single-sideband (SSB) signal.
Furthermore the down-conversion process is a similar case, where the intermediate fre-
quency is the result of the mixing of a frequency of an RF oscilator and a local oscilator
(fIF = fRF ± fLO). This down-conversion process can be seen later on in our experi-
ments of a SIS working as a down-converter. In that case a low-pass filter in the output
reduced the signal to one with a single frequency of fRF − fLO.
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2.2 SQUID’s Working Principle
To fully understand the SQUID concept we have to remember the superconductivity
concepts explained in the beginning of chapter 2. Furthermore we should keep in mind
that, to explain the superconducting behaviour is essential to use quantum physics. For
example, we should point out that superconducting circuits can only contain discrete
units of a magnetic flux (known as fluxons). More precisely, the product of the applied
magnetic field times the area of a superconductor loop must be always multiple of h/2e,
also refereed as flux quantum (Φo). This will turn out as one of the main properties of
a superconducting ring.
Lets now consider a closed superconductor ring cooled down in a magnetic field corre-
sponding to one flux quantum passing through the ring. Lets now suppose that we turn
off the magnetic field. According to Faraday’s law of induction at this time a current in
the inverse direction should show up in order to oppose the change in the magnetic field.
For a normal material this current would disappear in a short period of time, however
for a superconductor material this does not happen. As explained before, in a supercon-
ductor material a single wavefunction can describe an entire population of cooper pairs
attending to the quantum properties. This wave function may differ in phase according
to the physical place of the corresponding electron inside the superconductor but they
can be related and determined by each other. This is known as many-body wavefunction.
Returning now to our example and knowing that the minimum admitted value for the
flux in the ring is a flux quantum, we can see that even if the current tends to decay,
this will imply that all the electrons would have to change their quantum state to zero
what is highly unlikely event. For this reason, in superconductor rings at very low tem-
peratures, the current flows indefinitely.
A DC-SQUID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) can be constructed using
low-temperature superconductors (LTS) or high temperature superconductors (HTS). It
is composed of two Josephon junctions connected in parallel on a closed superconducting
loop of inductance L.
Furthermore Josephon junctions [4] are composed of two superconductors where currents
can flow between them without any resistance (Josephon Currents) due to the quantum
properties of these materials. This effect is also known as Josephon effect [4].
Additionally, there is another type of SQUIDs, made only of one Josephon junction,
where the junction is shorted by the superconductor path, known as RF-SQUID.
A good representation of a DC-SQUID can be seen in the figure 2.5 :
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Figure 2.5: Representation of a DC-SQUID
The output voltage of this device is a periodic function of applied magnetic flux, going
through one complete cycle for every flux quantum applied.
The reader might think that these discrete values of flux can decrease the sensitivity of
the device but practical SQUIDs are equipped with control electronics that interpolates
between the whole numbers of quanta and ensures its sensitivity. However this sensitiv-
ity can be limited by the intrinsic noise of the device. [6]
Assuming that the SQUID is symmetrical and the junctions are identical, the bias cur-
rent will equally split on each side and we have two different situations:
1 - In the case of no magnetic field applied, as long as the total current flowing
through the device does not exceed the critical current of the Josephon junctions, a
supercurrent (maximum zero-resistance current which a SQUID can carry) will flow (see
figure 2.6 ). Furthermore, assuming the similarity between the two junctions, the critical
current will simply be twice the critical current of one of the junctions.
Figure 2.6: Characteristic function (V − Ib) for a SQUID without applied magnetic
flux
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2 - Assuming now that a magnetic field (Ba) is applied to this system (see figure
2.7 ), that the bias current (I) is still below the critical current and remembering the
quantum properties of a superconductor material, is easy to understand that, to guar-
antee no changes in the wave-function, the system will try to compensate this change in
the magnetic flux by generating a screening current (i) that will create a magnetic field
in the opposite direction. The result is a net flux in the ring.
Figure 2.7: DC-SQUID with a certain magnetic flux crossing it
The relationship between the phase difference across the two junctions, δ2 and δ1, can
be written as follows:
δ2 = δ1 − 2pi Φ
Φo
(2.2)
And the total current through the junctions is:
IT = I1 + I2 = Ic1sinδ1 + Ic2sinδ2 = (2.3)
= Ic1sinδ1 + Ic2sin(δ1 − 2piΦ
Φo
) (2.4)
Where Ic1 and Ic2 are the critical currents of the two junctions.
We can now obtain the value for the maximum zero-voltage current by maximizing the
previous equation with respect to Φ1. The result is:
ITc(Φ) =
√
(Ic1 − Ic2)2 + 4Ic1Ic2cos2(piΦ
Φo
) (2.5)
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Assuming similarity between the junctions: Ic1 = Ic2
ITc(Φ) = 2Ic1|cospiΦ
Φo
| (2.6)
As conclusion it is allowed to say that the applied magnetic flux has lowered the critical
current of the SQUID, i.e. has reduced the amount of bias current that can pass through
the ring without generating a voltage.
Additionally, when one of the junctions goes to normal, all the current pass through the
other one, making it go to normal as well. At this point both of the junctions are now
resistive and the SQUID will detect a voltage across its terminals.
Another special event is when the magnetic flux is increased. In this case the screening
current increases as well, however when the magnetic flux reaches half of a flux quantum,
the junctions momentarily go to normal and superconductivity around the loop is just
totally restored after one quantum flux. This situation is illustrated in figure 2.8 :
Figure 2.8: Variation of the screening current of a SQUID with the magnetic flux
As we can see, the screening current switches sign when the applied flux reaches multiples
of half of a flux quantum. After this, the current will decrease until zero where the flux
reaches multiples of one flux quantum. At this point both magnetic fluxes, inside and
applied to the loop are identical and there is no need for a screening current. Finally
the current is again increased until the superconductivity is totally restored.
Remembering that the screening current depends on the critical current, and knowing
that this last one has a periodic relationship with the magnetic flux we conclude that
the critical current, and therefore the voltage between the terminals of the SQUID will
also show this periodic oscillation (See Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9: Variation of the voltage across a SQUID with the magnetic flux
Finally, to make the SQUID act as magnetic field detector [7], a bias current slightly
above the critical current is applied. This way we avoid a periodic behaviour and the
SQUID is always resistive.
There are a lot of different applications for these devices, and a more detailed explanation
about SQUIDs, description of different types and all their applications can be found in
[6]. However in this thesis we will just focus on the read-out of TES devices (Chapter
2.3).
Note: The description of the SQUID operation was based in [8]. However, during the
initial experiments, a SQUID kit from Magnicom was used. This one provided a soft-
ware to control the SQUID sensor (SQUIDViewer) and requested hardware to make all
the processing and data acquisition.
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2.3 TES and Read-out Process
Transition Edge Sensors (TES) [9] are very sensitive devices that have gained a lot im-
portance in x-ray spectroscopy in astronomy. These are composed of an absorber, which
can have very high efficiency and a thin superconducting film which is biased near to
its transition to normal mode, i.e. near to Tc. During this transition, that usually is
around mili-Kelvin, a very small change in temperature results in a big difference in re-
sistance and therefore in current. For example, when a single photon is absorbed, both
the absorber and the film slightly warm up, allowing a considerable change in current,
that can then be easily measured.
We should wonder now. What is the most effectively way to read-out this temperature
change?
The detection and amplification of a signal from every detector requires impedance-
matching and since TES have very low impedance, the more effective way to detect
resistance changing is to couple it to a DC-SQUID. Looking at figure 1.1, we can see a
full scheme of the read-out electronics of the TES devices.
Furthermore, an important fact about using SQUIDs for the TES read-out is their op-
eration in a flux-locked loop. In this mode, the obtained signal is flipped and then feed
back to another coil. This keeps the SQUID in a state of constant flux, i.e. when the
system is not making any read-out, the output is a DC value. When this one is making
measurements, the changes are made with respect to this level. Lets now explain how
the reading process unrolls.
Before the arrival of the photon, the sensor is biased close to its transition point, and
there is a supercurrent I at a small voltage ∆V . The cooling power of the absorber on
the thin film balances the Joule heating due to power dissipation and the system is at
equilibrium. This leads to a flat output of the SQUID.
When a photon hits the TES, a photon electron is ejected from the film and a Cooper-
pair is broken. This initiates a quasiparticle cascade and decreases the supercurrent
carried by the device. Besides that, the interactions between the incoming photon and
the film lattice generate an increasing in temperature, energy and resistance. The change
in current is then measured by the data acquisition system.
After this triggering process, the film begins to cool again. Furthermore the absorber
(directly coupled to the cryostat) continually cools the TES, bringing it back to the
starting point.
Chapter 3
Filtering Design Theory for
Microwave Frequencies
A filter is a two-port network used to control the frequency response at a certain point by
providing transmission of certain frequencies within the filter passband and attenuation
of others at the filter stopband. This chapter starts with the trivial lumped-element the-
ory for both bandpass and lowpass filters, considering their use in the read-out system
and later the background theory of our frequency-division multiplexing designs will be
explained.
Filters can be defined and distinguished by their response functions, determined by the
location of the poles, the insertion-loss function and zeros within the passband. [10]
Taking into account the location of the poles, the most comon type of filter response is
known as all-pole Chebyshev filter. Here all the poles are located at dc or infinity. When
more poles are introduced at finite frequencies, the filter is known as a regular Chebyshev
filter or as pseudoelliptic filter. One more important characteristic of this filter is its
equiripple response, more used than the maximally flat or also called, Butterworth
response.
It is important in filter design to always place the poles exactly where they are needed
and minimize their number in order to reduce the complexity of the design.
The most essential properties of a filter are:
Transfer functionT (s) ≡ Vo(s)
Vi(s)
, (3.1)
Where Vo(s) and Vi(s) are respectively, the output and input voltage.
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Filter transmission, that is found by evaluating T (s) for physical frequencies, s = jw,
T (jw) =| T (jw) | ejφ(w)dB (3.2)
and the magnitude of transmission, expressed as Gain function ,
G(w) ≡ 20log | T (jw) | dB (3.3)
or also expressed as Attenuation function:
A(w) = −20log | T (jw) | dB (3.4)
In order to identify filters according to their number of poles, we have nth-order filters.
The first order filters are very simple to design however, bandgap or bandstop filter
design is not possible. Besides that, the passive translation into a circuit design is based
in RC circuits, what is not ideal for our frequency range.
For these reasons, we have second order filters, characterized by a biquadratic transfer
function:
T (s) =
a2s
2 + a1s+ a0
s2 + (w0/Q)s+ w20
(3.5)
The parameter Q, pole quality factor determines the distance between the poles from
the jw axis and the selectivity of the filter. Furthermore the transmission zeros and
by consequence the type of the filter, are determined by the coeficients a0, a1 and a2.
The center frequency of the bandpass filter is equal to the pole frequency w0 and its
bandwidth given by:
BW = w2 − w1 = w0
Q
(3.6)
To translate this behaviour into lumped components we shall study the second-order
LCR ressonator. Applying an excitation as current or voltage source to a LCR circuit
without changing its structure is the key for this filter design.
The transfer function of a bandpass filter can be reached by analyzing the following
circuit (figure 3.1 ). Here the resistor is connected to Vi, what makes the impedance
purely resistive. This way none extra transmission zeros are introduced.
The zeros can be obtained as follows: One zero at s=0 is introduced by the shunt
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inductor and another one at infinte is introduced by the shunt capacitor. At the center
frequency w0 the parallel LC circuit has infinite impedance and there is no current flow
within the circuit. The bandpass filter circuit and its transfer function can be seen as
follows:
Figure 3.1: Second-order bandpass filter circuit using LCR ressonator
T (s) =
s(1/CR)
s2 + s(1/CR) + (1/LC)
(3.7)
Furthermore, for lowpass filters only the frequencies under a certain value will be trans-
mited. In this case, two of the transmission zeros are at s =∞ and its LCR circuit can
be seen as follows:
Figure 3.2: Second-order lowpass filter circuit using LCR ressonator
Using the same logic, already applied to analyze the bandgap filter circuit, we have the
following transfer function:
T (s) =
(1/LC)
s2 + s(1/CR) + (1/LC)
(3.8)
Aside the filter type, for LCR resonators the center frequency and the pole quality factor
are defined as:
w0 =
1√
LC
, Q = w0CR (3.9)
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3.1 Design with SAW Filters
A possible approach for a design would be the use of SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave)
devices (see figure 3.3 ) as channelizers in the multiplexing system due to their well
known bandpass filter characteristics. These filters consist of two interdigital trans-
ducers (IDTs) on a piezoelectric substrate, as for example quartz or lithium tantalite.
These IDTs consist of metal electrodes that act as launchers and wave receivers so the
conversion between an acoustic wave and an electrical signal is then achievable.
Figure 3.3: Representation of a SAW filter
When working, one of the transducers starts by translating signal voltage variations into
mechanical surface acoustic waves and then the second one acts as an output receiver
that does exactly the opposite process, by generating an electrical signal, matching the
frequency of the produced waves. Their reduced size and weight, high reliability, high
Q values and the fact that there is no adjacent channel interaction makes them a good
option for multiplexer channelizers at GHz frequencies.
3.2 Design with Superconducting Transmission Lines
The field of microwave engineering covers signal propagation within the range of 1GHz
to 100GHz. Because of these high frequencies (and short wavelengths) standard circuit
theory cannot be used directly to solve microwave network problems. For this kind of
situations it is necessary to consider Maxwell’s equations.
Furthermore microwave components usually behave as distributed elements, where the
phase of the signal changes significantly over the component because of its dimensions,
that are on the order of the travelling wavelength. This makes the analysis and design
of these systems a very difficult task.
Early microwave systems used waveguides, two-wire lines and coaxial lines for trans-
mission. Waveguides have the advantage of high-power handling and low loss but in
other hand they are expensive. Coaxial lines are shielded but is difficult to use them
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to design complex components. Another solution then appeared, planar transmission
lines. They can be striplines, microstrip lines, slotlines, coplanar waveguides and other
geometries. These transmission lines are compact, low in cost, and easily integrated in
active circuits.
There are different types of wave propagation within the transmission line field. The
ones that consist in two or more conductors can support transverse electromagnetic
(TEM) waves, where there is absence of a longitudinal field component. In the other
hand, waveguides are often made of one signle conductor and in this case they support
transverse electric (TE) and/or transverse magnetic (TM) waves, where there is pres-
ence of a longitudinal field component.
3.2.1 Transmission Line Theory
A transmission line is a distributed-parameter network. In the case of a transmission line
for TEM wave propagation, made of two conductors, can be represented and modeled
with a lumped-element circuit as shows figure 3.4 :
Figure 3.4: Lumped-element representation of a transmision line
The values R, L, G and C are per-unit-length quantities defined as:
R = series resistance for both conductors in Ω/m
L = series inductance for both conductors in H/m
G = shunt conductance in S/m
C = shunt capacitance in F/m
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From the previous circuit we can write the Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws:
v(z, t)−R∆zi(z, t)− L∆z ∂i(z, t)
∂t
− v(z + ∆z, t) = 0 (3.10)
i(z, t)−G∆zv(z + ∆z, t)− C∆z ∂v(z + ∆z, t)
∂t
− i(z + ∆z, t) = 0 (3.11)
Manipulanting these two equations [11] we can obtain the telegrapher equations and by
manipulating these we find the travelling wave solutions written as follows:
V (z) = V +o e
−γz + V −o e
γz (3.12)
I(z) = I+o e
−γz + I−o e
γz (3.13)
where e−γz represents the propagation in the +z direction, eγz in the -z direction and
γ = α + jβ =
√
(R+ jωL)(G+ jωC). With some more mathematical manipulations
we find the characteristic impedance of the line, Zo:
Zo =
√
R+ jωL
G+ jωC
(3.14)
The wavelenth on the line λ:
λ =
2pi
β
(3.15)
and the phase velocity, vp:
vp =
ω
β
= λf (3.16)
This is the solution for a general transmission line, including loss effects, although in the
majority of the practical cases, the loss of the line can be ignored and the results can be
simplified by setting the values R = G = 0. In this case, the propagation constant can
now be written as:
γ = α+ jβ = jω
√
LC (3.17)
The characteristic impedance as:
Zo =
√
L
C
(3.18)
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And finally the wavelength and phase velocity as:
λ =
2pi
β
=
2pi
ω
√
LC
(3.19)
vp =
ω
β
=
1√
LC
(3.20)
Microstrip Lines
One of the most popular types of planar transmission lines is the microstrip line. This
type can be fabricated by photolithographic processes and can be easily integrated with
both passive and active microwave devices. For these reasons, this was the type of
waveguides used in our design.
The following figure (3.5 ) is a good representation of a microstrip line:
Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of a microstrip Line
Here, a conductor of width W is printed on a thin, grounded dieletric substrate of
thickness d and relative permittivity r. There is obviously a presence of field lines
between the conductor and the ground plane, however, these field lines are not just
in the dielectric region but also in the air region above the substrate. For this reason
microstrip lines cannot support a pure TEM wave since the velocity of the wave within
the dielectric region would be c/
√
r and in the air, instead of just c, making impossible
phase-matching condition.
The exact fields of a microstrip lines are so composed by a hybrid TM-TE wave requiring
more complex analysis techniques, however, if the dielectric substrate is very thin (much
less than the transmission wavelength) the fiels are quasi-TEM, making possible good
approximations of the phase velocity, vp, attenuation due to conductor, α, propagation
constant, β and characteristic impedance, Zo:
vp =
c√
e
, (3.21)
α =
Rs
ZoW
, Rs =
√
ωµo
2σ
(3.22)
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Where Rs, known as surface resistivity, depends on the conductivity of the material (σ)
and frequency(ω).
β =
2pif
vp
=
2pif
√
e
c
(3.23)
Where e is the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip line known as:
1 < e < r (3.24)
With e ' r + 1
2
+
r − 1
2
+
1√
1 + 12d/W
,
Where d is the thickness of the dielectric substrate and W the width of the conducting
strip. Finally is possible to obtain the relation between characteristic impedance Z0 of
a microstrip line and its geometry:
Z0 =

60√
e
ln (
8d
W
+
W
4d
), for W/d ≤ 1
120pi√
e [W/d+ 1.393 + 0.667ln(W/d+ 1.44)]
, for W/d ≥ 1
(3.25)
Furthermore the quality factor of a transmission line can be written as:
QTL =
ωL
R
(3.26)
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3.2.2 Multiplexer with Directional Couplers and Resonators
Figure 3.6: Design of a frequency division multiplexer with microstrip lines (Example
with 3 channels designed on ADS)
As we can see in figure 3.6, our design is based in a common feedline for all the filters.
The top port is the input of the feedline and its end is shorted with a 50 Ω load in order
to avoid wave reflections.
An important setting of a multiplexer design [12] is to guarantee that, there is no interac-
tion between channels, i.e., no frequency overlapping. For this reason, for each channel
there is a directional coupler that gives to its correspondent channel a certain power
from the feedline and avoids unwanted interactions. Furthermore, to avoid the physical
proximity between the lines and to help the directional coupler with its function, there
is a transmission line in between every coupler.
Directional couplers [11] are known as passive microwave components used for power
division and power combining. A coupler can be a three-port network that have the
form of a T-Junction or four-port coupler that take the form of directional couplers and
hybrids. In this design a four-port network was used. A good representation of this
coupler can be seen in figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Representation of a directional coupler
The general scattering matrix for this network, matched at all ports, can be written as
follows:

0 S12 S13 S14
S12 0 S23 S24
S13 S23 0 S34
S14 S24 S34 0

Resulting from unitarity and energy conservation we get 10 equations, that when ma-
nipulated lead to the conclusion:
| S13 |=| S24 | and | S12 |=| S34 | (3.27)
And also:
S12 = S34 = α (3.28)
S13 = βe
jθ and S24 = βe
jφ (3.29)
Where α and β are real and φ and θ are phase constants to be determined (one of them
is still free to be chosen).
Finally we have the relashionship between the phase constants:
θ + φ = pi ± 2npi (3.30)
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And from this last condition we get two different situations:
1 - Symmetric Coupler where the phases with amplitude β are equal, θ = φ =
pi
2
2 - Antisymmetric Coupler where the amplitudes with amplitude β are 180 degrees
appart, θ = 0 and φ = pi
Furthermore the amplitudes α and β are not independent:
α2 + β2 = 1 (3.31)
With these basic concepts about directional couplers we can explain their working prin-
ciple. Looking at figure 3.7 we see that the power is supplied to port 1 and coupled to
port 3 (the coupled port) with the coupling factor | S13 |2= β2. The remainder of the
input goes to port 2 (the through port) with the coefficient | S12 |2= α2 = 1− β2. This
is for an ideal coupler, where there is no power delivered to port 4.
Furthermore, there are a couple of quantities used to characterize a directional coupler:
Coupling factor, C, that indicates the fraction of power that is delivered to port 3. A
Directivity factor, D, related to the capacity of the coupler to isolate forward and back
waves; An Isolation factor, I, which measures of the power delivered to the uncoupled
port (in an ideal coupler this value is zero) and the Insertion Loss factor, L, that ex-
presses the amount of input power that is delivered to the through port, that is infinite
in a ideal case.
C = 10log
P1
P3
= −20logβ dB (3.32)
D = 10log
P3
P4
= 20log
β
| S14 | dB (3.33)
I = 10log
P1
P4
= −20log | S14 | dB (3.34)
L = 10log
P1
P2
= −20log | S12 | dB (3.35)
Finally some of these quantities can also be related to each other:
I = D + C (3.36)
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Now it is important to know how to translate this concepts into a microstrip design.
When two unshielded transmission lines are close to each other, the power can be coupled
from one to another just by interaction of the magnetic field. Furthermore, if we assume
TEM propagation, all the electrical characteristics can be determined from effective
capacitance between the lines and the velocity of propagation.
It is essential to consider two different types of excitations for coupled lines. There is an
even mode, where the currents in the conductors have the same amplitude and direction
and an odd mode where the currents are equal in amplitude but have opposite directions.
Figure 3.8: Representation of a microstrip directional coupler
Assuming that the even and odd modes of a coupled line structure have the same veloc-
ities of propagation, the line has the same electrical length for both modes and we can
write the impedance for both modes:
Z0e = Z0
√
1 + c
1− c (3.37)
Z0o = Z0
√
1− c
1 + c
(3.38)
A very good demonstration of these relationships can be read in Chapter 7.6 of [11].
Furthermore it is important to mention that for our designs, the impedance Zo was
always 50 Ω and the coupling coefficient can be obtained from the coupling factor as
follows:
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c = 10−C/20 (3.39)
Note: When all the impedances were found, the physical dimensions were calculated
using the tool LineCalc in ADS software.
When the four-port coupler is designed to have a certain coupling factor, one of the
conductors is attached to the feedline. Port 1 is the input and port 2, the through port,
is connected to the remaining portion of the feedline. At this point, a certain amount
of power will flow to the coupled port that will be connected to a λ/4 resonator.
This connection can be described by a Coupling quality factor, Qc:
Qc = 2pi
Energy stored in the ressonator
Energy lost per cycle
= (3.40)
=
ωE
P
(3.41)
When the travelling wave flows from the common input port until the channel output,
it first crosses a coupler attached to the feddine, then it passes through a resonator and
finally, after one more coupling (identical to the first one), it reaches a output port.
In resume, for one cycle the wave meets two identical couplers where the energy is leaked
from port 3 into port 1 and 2: P = 2fE(| S13 |2 + | S23 |2).
Since | S13 |=| S23 |, we have for one cycle:
Qc =
npi
2 | S13 |2 (3.42)
Where n = 1, 3, 5, 7... is the order mode of the resonator.
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Microwave resonators are used for a lot of different applications, including filters, oscil-
lators, frequency meters and tuned amplifiers. In our design, as explained before, each
of them is connected to a coupler, acting as bandgap filters.
In order to obtain the quality factor of a resonator we have to go back to the transmission
line theory. According to it, the input inpedance of a lossy transmission line is:
Zin = Zocoth(α+ jβ)l (3.43)
Furthermore a l = λ/4 ressonator the equivalent circuit is a parallel RLC and the
equivalent resistance, inductance and capacitance can be written as:
R =
Zo
αl
(3.44)
L =
1
ω2oC
(3.45)
C =
pi
2ωoZo
(3.46)
This resonance happens for l =
nλ
4
, n = 1, 3, 5, 7... and they can be seen in figure 3.9 :
Figure 3.9: Voltage distributions for a open-circuited lenght of transmission lines for
four modes l = λ/4, l = 3λ/4, l = 5λ/4 and l = 7λ/4
Finally the unloaded Q of this ressonator and its time response can be written as:
Qr = ωoRC =
pi
2αl
=
2β
α
(3.47)
τres =
Qo
pifo
(3.48)
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Where the values α and β are known as the propagation constant and attenuation due to
conductor loss and can be found in the section Microstrip Lines of chapter 3.2.1. This
result shows that Q decreases as the attenuation of the line increases, and therefore, it
reflects the losses in the conducting layer of the line.
As we can see in the figure 3.6 our ressonators are connected to couplers, so the total
quality factor also depends on the coupling quality factor (Qc):
1
QT
=
1
Qc
+
1
Qi
=
1
Qc
+
1
QTL
+
1
Qr
(3.49)
Where Qi is internal quality factor of the resonator which accounts for all the other
losses in the channels: quality factor of a transmission line (Qr) and the quality factor
of the resonator itself (QTL).
It is also important to explain that our approximations for the resonators were made
using a open-circuited line due to their following connection to an ending stage of cou-
plers used to benefit from noise reduction effects.
A very important advantage of this directional coupler design as connection with the
feedline is that, is simple to tune, since there is almost no interaction between the chan-
nels and it can easily be miniaturized (very important factor for space applications).
Other very interesting works related to this topic can be found in [13], [14], [15] and [16].
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Chapter 4
PCB Design and Simulations
Before the production of the boards and after exploring all the theoretical background,
a lot of simulations had to be done in order to guarantee the success of the designs. For
this two different software packages were used:
ADS Software: Advanced Design System from Agilent Technologies, is a electronic
design automation software for RF, microwave, and high speed digital applications. It
provides schematic capture, layout, design rule checking, frequency-domain and time-
domain circuit simulation, and electromagnetic field simulation so, for that reason, it
was used for all the RF simulations and designs. [17]
Mentor Graphics Software: Two different tools from MentorGraphics were used
along this project: DxDesigner, which allows a schematic design and ExpeditionPCB,
where is possible to visualize and design the PCB layout with respect to the schematic
configuration. This software was used to design all our PCBs.
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4.1 Boards with SIS as RF-to-DC converters
To test the feasibility of SIS working as RF-to-DC converters we designed two different
boards. One of them was designed using SAW filters as channelizers and used as a proof
of concept and the second one was an improved version made with superconducting
microstrip lines printed in a silicon wafer together with smaller PCBs to make the
connection to the outside.
The superconducting microstrip lines have the advantage that the frequency response
can be designed as desired and can achieve very high Q values within a small volume.
Also the superconducting junctions could be easily integrated with the microstrip to
give a next level of integration.
4.1.1 Frequency division with SAW filters
As explained before, one of the two multiplexing designs was made using SAW filters
as channelizers. Since these type of filters are commercially available and therefore
had been tested, this design was just done as a proof of concept. All the information
about their responses, physical dimensions and other characteristics can be found in
their datasheets but the most important factors are available in the following table:
Part Number Center Frequency Bandwidth Insertion Loss
(GHz) (MHz) (dB)
FAR-D6JH-2G1325-B1YZ-Z 1.740 70.0 1.5
FAR-F6KA-2G0175-D4DR-Z 2.018 75.0 1.8
B39242B9413K610 2.442 83.5 2.0
F6KA2G535L4AM-Z 2.535 70.0 1.6
FAR-F6KY-2G6550-B4UN-Z 2.655 70.0 2.8
Table 4.1: SAW filter parameters
Remembering the proposed circuit for the sub-channel 1 in figure1.1, for each N channel
we have a bandpass SAW filter that is directly connected to a SIS device working as a
RF-to-DC converter. In parallel with the RF bandpass filter we have designed a low-pass
filter that is used for biasing the SIS device (a so called Bias-T). This filter should also
block any GHz radiation. This way, during our experiments with the SQUID, the GHz
radiation will no influence its behavior.
In addition, to avoid misunderstandings, this board will be by definition Board A.1.
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PCB Layout
The PCB layout (Appendix A) was made with DxDesigner and ExpeditionPCB and the
resulting physical board, with 9.35mm of length and 4.90mm of width, was produced
with a Rogers TMM10i substrate. This one and the electrical circuit of a channel can
be seen in figure 4.1 :
Figure 4.1: Layout of board A.1 and a scheme of the electric circuit of one of its
channels
4.1.2 Frequency division with Superconducting Microstrip Lines
As an iteration of the previous design made with SAW filters, a Multiplexer with Su-
perconducting Microstrip Lines was designed using the ADS Software. This will replace
the SAW filters and the feedline of the layout of board A1.
As explained before, in the scheme there is a common feedline for every channel. As a
transition from the line to the channels we find a coupling structure that is followed by
a resonator designed for a specific frequency and an output coupling. Furthermore, the
output coupling lines at were slightly extended such we could have an end point of the
lines at the edge of the chip for all the channels.
A deeper explanation of the theory can be found on Chapter 3.2.2, where a 3 channel
example was presented and a representation of the fabricated one can be seen in figure
4.2 :
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Figure 4.2: Layout representation of the multiplexing microstrip design
In this design there are 11 channels acting as filters in a board with half of the size of
the previous one. The layout has 0.92cm× 5.66cm and for low temperatures the losses
within the bandgap are very low, both because of the low loss in the wafer and the low
loss in the superconducting microstrip.
The microstrip was produced using a Silicon wafer with 300µm thickness and the lines
were made with a thin layer (0.25um) of Niobium on top. It is important to keep in
mind that the response of this design strongly depends on the outside temperature, since
the losses in silicon also depends on this variable [18].
Each of the channels is coupled to the feedline and to the output line with a coupling
factor of 20dB. This sets the distance between lines to be 415µm. Furthermore, all the
lines were designed to be 50Ω which leads to a width of 233µm . The channels were
separated by λ/4 to avoid unwanted interactions between them. Finally, the resonators
were also λ/4 and their length is translated into a certain resonant frequency.
It was not really necessary to design the resonators to be λ/4 but this gives us narrower
filter responses and shorter physical lengths, which leads to higher Q values and a more
compact design as compared to λ/2 resonators.
Several designs and simulations were made (Appendix B), however, our biggest goals:
keeping the board size as small as possible and getting very high Q values for every filter
were accomplished.
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ADS Simulations
The following figure (4.3 ) represents the obtained simulations for this filter design at
temperatures around 4K. In this figure each of the colored lines represent the magnitude
of transmission at the output port of each of the 11 channels.
Figure 4.3: Electromagnetic simulation of magnitude in transmission of the design at
4K on ADS
Board Layout
After all the simulations made in ADS, it was necessary to combine this layout with
the previous lumped-element scheme. Besides the Si wafer with the microstrip filters
we have a wire bonding to another board made with Rogers TMM10i substrate. In this
board we put a SIS device that, once again, acts as a rectifier and a bias T device that
should avoid power transmission to the DC output port.
In the previous board the lowpass filters were designed with lumped elements, some-
thing that required quite some space on the board. In this case, to match the small gap
between the microstrip filters, we bought very small bias T devices, that have the same
function but less space consumption (device LDPW-162-242+ from Mini-Circuits).
Furthermore, we have two small boards, each of them with just one SMA connector that
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should be connected by wire bonding to the input and output of the feedline. These inter
connection boards were made because the fragile structure of the silicon wafer cannot
handle component soldering.
Once again, the layout can be seen in Appendix A and the physical board (Board A.2 )
and the correspondent circuit of a channel in the connection board can be seen as follows:
Figure 4.4: Layout of Board A.2 and a scheme of the electric circuit of one of its
channels
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4.2 Board with SIS as Frequency down converters
In order to prove that a SIS device can also work as a frequency mixer at GHz frequencies,
a smaller PCB was designed. This board has only three channels with SAW filters as
channelizers, which are connected to each of the SIS devices and also to a lumped-
element low pass filter, used to get a single intermediate frequency. Later on, if the
board shows to be able to generate intermediate frequencies (MHz) at the channel’s
output, this design can be used, for example to AC-bias the TES devices.
PCB Layout
The resulting physical board was also produced with a Rogers TMM10i substrate and
the parameters of the SAW filters that we used can be found in last three rows of Table
4.1. A photo of the board and a scheme of the electrical circuit of each channel are
presented in figure 4.5 :
Figure 4.5: Layout of Board B and a scheme of the electric circuit of one of its
channels
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Chapter 5
Testing and Results
5.1 Flux noise of the SQUID
In order to demonstrate that our design can properly bias a SQUID, it is essential to
know the original SQUID behaviour without being combined with our designs. For this
purpose we made some noise measurements of the SQUID in order to get its sensitivity
when biased with a Magnicon SQUID Biasing System [19].
In figure 5.1 we can see the setup inside the cryostat, where the SQUID is placed inside
a superconducting tube for external magnetic field shielding purposes.
Figure 5.1: Experimental setup for flux noise measurements
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Inside the cryostat we see the SQUID directly bonded to a connector that leads the
input and output signals to the inside and outside of the cryostat. Furthermore, during
this experiment the cryostat was cooled down to 4K and the signals were controlled and
analyzed by the XXF-1 Magnicon components and software.
The connector is directly connected to the Magnicon FLL (Flux-Locked Loop) electronic
box, which also has a direct connection to the Magnicon control software (SQUID-
Viewer). Here we can control the current bias, voltage, magnetic flux and a few more
parameters related to the SQUID working process. At this point we could see the V − I
(figure 5.2 ) and V − Φ (figure 5.3 ) curves of this particular SQUID (see Chapter 2.2).
For this we used I and Φ generators incorporated in the Magnicon Software to analyze
the voltage response.
Figure 5.2: V-I curve of the SQUID
Figure 5.3: V − Φ/Φo curve of the SQUID
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It is important to notice that in the previous graph, the V − Φ/Φo curve was observed
for different bias currents and all the offsets were set to zero. Taking a closer look, we
see that the modulation is not the same for the different bias currents, although their
period stays similar. The blue line shows us an optimal situation, where the modulation
has its maximum value. For this reason we should try to use this value as current bias
during the following experiments.
After analyzing the SQUID characteristics we can now proceed with noise measurements.
In this case the FLL box is extremely important when it comes to the read-out because
it keeps the SQUID operating in a FLL mode. Here the SQUID’s working point(and
therefore the flux in the SQUID, known as the point with maximal flux-to-voltage trans-
fer coefficient (see curves in figure 5.3 at the origin), is kept constant by a current in a
feedback coil that exactly cancels any externally applied flux to the SQUID. The ampli-
tude of the current needed for this cancellation is a direct measure of the flux changes in
the SQUID. The feedback current is generated by a feedback voltage across a feedback
resistor, in series with the feedback coil. Furthermore, the actual signal of the Magnicon
is the magnitude of this feedback voltage.
This output signal from the Magnicon is sampled with an ADC and with a Fourier
transform, the noise spectrum of this signal can be determined. For optimum use of
the ADC input range and for signal conditioning we use a low-noise pre-amplifier, both
for amplification and as anti-aliasing filter that removes unwanted signals at higher fre-
quencies. After the pre-amplifier we have an attenuator of 0.1 that will match the range
of the output signal of the pre-amp (±10V ), with the input range of the ADC (±1V ).
During our experiments we played a little bit with the values of the filter and amplifier
until we got a satisfying output signal. An example of one of the signals obtained with
this setup can be seen in figure 5.4 :
Figure 5.4: Noise measurements of the SQUID for a low noise filter at 300kHz and
amplifier gain of 2000
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As we can see, the obtained values from the processed ADC data are in dBVRMS . To
translate the results into flux noise we first need to calculate the corresponding voltage
across the SQUID.
To do this calculation it is essential to have the reciprocal of the mutual inductance, i.e.
the current needed to produce one flux quantum in our sensor. For this measurement
we observed the corresponding voltage for a period on the V − Φ/Φo curve (0.2V) and
the peak-to-peak current flowing on the flux coil (180.02 µA). The obtained value was
a mutual inductance (MF ) of 36× 10−6A.
Applying Ohms Law we have:
ΦN = I × 1
MF
=
V
R
× 1
MF
= 2.778V (5.1)
Where R is the feedback resistor in the Magnicon, that can be set at different values
with SQUIDViewer. In this experiment it was chosen to be 10kΩ.
Now if we translate dBVRMS in voltage across the SQUID, without forgetting the values
for the external amplifier and attenuator we get the flux noise of the device:
VSQUID =
√
2× 10 dBVRMS20
0.1×AMP (5.2)
This calculation was done several times for a large dataset with different external filter
and amplification settings. It is important to refer that the values that we use for this
calculation are just the ones obtained for frequencies lower than the cutoff frequency
of the low noise filter. This is done because when we use the anti-aliasing filter we are
also cutting the signal from the SQUID, leading to unsuited values. In figure 5.4 for
example, we would just take into account for the noise calculations, the values until the
slope around 0.3 MHz. The obtained flux noise values for different ranges of frequencies
measured in this experiment, are listed in table 5.1 :
Cutoff filter frequency Attenuator Gain of amplifier Flux Noise
(MHz) (µΦo/
√
Hz)
1 0,1 2000 0,7698
1 0,1 5000 0,8223
0,1 0,1 2000 0,8813
0,3 0,1 2000 0,8624
0,3 0,1 5000 0,8671
Table 5.1: Flux noise measurements
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From the SQUID datasheet we have an average value for the flux noise of 1.2µΦo/
√
Hz
which matches the noise values of the previous table.
Is important to say that during the tests we took in consideration all the possible inter-
ferences in the external setup, as for example, extra cabling or lights that could disturb
our measurements. These precautions can be an explanation for the obtained results.
5.2 Tests with board A.1
5.2.1 Current control with frequency at 4K
To verify the feasibility of our first board, we will measure the current flow in each
filtering channel at 4K. For that we have the following setup (figure 5.5 ):
Figure 5.5: Experimental setup of Board A.1 inside the cryostat
With this setup we made two different experiments. First we biased each channel indi-
vidually in order to analyze the IV curve of each SIS. It is important to refer that in
a final set-up we would bias all SIS devices simultaneously with a single bias voltage
line, but for analysis purposes we have used a electric wiring scheme in this experiment
where we could bias the devices individually. Here we simply used a SIS bias supply
to provide each channel with a certain voltage and analyze the generated current. The
bias supply has already a low noise filter and an amplifier included and when connected
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to a local software program is possible to do all the settings and data acquisition at the
computer. Furthermore, on the outside, there was a switch that allowed us to analyze
each channel’s signal at a time. With this was possible to analyze whether the SIS
devices were working correctly and determine their characteristics.
An example of a IV curve from one of the SIS device can be seen in figure 5.6 :
Figure 5.6: IV curve of one SIS with its bias voltage pointed out
At this point, we proceed with some more tests. We used a Swept signal generator
(Agilent 83640B) to provide the feedline with a certain frequency, a SIS bias supply
to provide the SIS with a certain voltage (slightly under the gap voltage: red circle in
figure5.6 ), and a 50Ω load at the feedline’s output to avoid wave reflections. Once again,
it was possible to analyze each of the channels individually because of the outside switch
and all the data acquisition was made by software. During these tests we provided the
needed bias voltage to each of the SIS and we analyzed the IV curve for different power
levels. Figure 5.7 is an example of the SIS at channel 4:
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Figure 5.7: IV curve for different power levels with RN marked as a black line
It is interesting to see how the IV curve of the SIS changes with respect to the power
level. For low power levels it has a similar behaviour to figure 5.6 but as soon as we start
to increase the power, the SIS becomes resistive, leading to a current source controlled
by RF power.
We can also observe that, in spite of the theory had predicted a vertical line at 0mV,
in this last figure we observe a resistive line at that point. This is due to the series
resistance created when we used silverpaint on the contact pads of the SIS to fix it on
the board. A lower contact resistance can be achieved if we use a heat curing epoxy,
or wire-bonding, but in this initial study we used silverpaint because this can be easily
removed in case the SIS junction has to be replaced.
Finally during these measurements we also observed some heating effects above 4mV
but this was solved for the following experiences by a metal thermal cover that kept the
devices at cryogenic temperatures and an extra dot of superglue for increased thermal
contact with the PCB.
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A simple way to determine the possible current range of the SIS as a current source is to
calculate the normal state resistance (maximum resistance that the SIS can have), RN .
This can be done with respect to the IV curve and afterwards allows us to calculate
the maximum current that the device can generate for the chosen bias voltage. The
following table shows these values for all the junctions:
SIS RN Bias Voltage Maximum Current
(Ω) (mV ) (mA)
1 5.9709 2.170 0.3634
2 42.597 2.607 0.0612
3 33.463 2.764 0.0825
4 3.622 2.476 0.6836
5 29.905 2.549 0.0852
Table 5.2: RN and respective maximum current value for each of the SIS devices
After all the IV curves had been properly analyzed we can measure the current flow for
different power levels and for a certain range of frequencies (figure 5.8 to 5.12 ):
Figure 5.8: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels at channel 1 (Bias
Voltage= 2.17mV and Filter Center Frequency= 2.018GHz)
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Figure 5.9: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels at channel 2 (Bias
Voltage= 2.607mV and Filter Center Frequency= 1.74GHz)
Figure 5.10: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels at channel 3 (Bias
Voltage= 2.764mV and Filter Center Frequency= 2.442GHz)
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Figure 5.11: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels at channel 4 (Bias
Voltage= 2.476mV and Filter Center Frequency= 2.535GHz)
Figure 5.12: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels at channel 5 (Bias
Voltage= 2.549mV and Filter Center Frequency= 2.681GHz)
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It was also possible to analyze with figure 5.13 the current response for different power
levels at each of the filter’s center frequency:
Figure 5.13: Current response for different power levels at each channel’s center
frequency
Finally we end this set of tests by comparing all the filters when they are put together
and not analyzed individually in figure 5.14. For this we removed the leakage current of
each of the channels and we analyze their responses for -15dBm on a scale from 0 to 1.
Furthermore it is also displayed with a black marker the best biasing point for each of
the channels:
Figure 5.14: All the five filter responses
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Remarks: As we can see in the graphs for each of the channels, there is an evident
current increase within the passband of each of the filters but also some current at fre-
quencies outside this band. In all the cases the filter’s bandstop does not allow the SIS
device to be a controlled current source. However, when the bandgap of the filter grants
enough current flow to pump the SIS to a state where there is a possible big jump in
current (see figure 5.7 ), the device will control the channel’s current with respect to the
power level. This was evidently proved in figure 5.13 but also foreseen in the previous
calculations of table 5.2. By comparing these results we can say that most of the SIS
could still slightly increase their current without reaching saturation if we had provided
more power.
In spite of our theory being verified with these results, the system behaviour was not
exactly what we expected. We see that the bandgap of the filters is neither ideal or
as narrow as we thought, although this can be explained by taking into consideration
the behaviour of the SAW filters when they are put together in a multiplexing system.
The following graph (figure 5.15 ) shows us one of the first transmission measurements
between the two SMA connectors on the board:
Figure 5.15: Power transmission of the feedline
We see there that the different filters do not have a clear bandpass behaviour, what
is reflected in the current response of the channel. Furthermore, in this last graph we
can also notice that there is a big decrease in transmission at higher frequencies. We
attribute this to the fact that in this particular design we did not use the correct (low)
input impedances of the filters in the bandstop regions, and that these low impedances
had a large effect on the transmission of the through line. We solved this by adding a
10kΩ resistors in series with the filter. This solution is a good way to avoid the reflections
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between the filters outside their bandgap, but it also led to a decrease in current flow
along the SIS devices what was considered to be another non optimal detail.
As a final remark we can say that aside all these secondary effects, the concept of a SIS
device acting as a RF-power controlled DC-source is demonstrated.
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5.2.2 SQUID biasing
On the previous experiment we have shown that our design was a viable RF-power
controlled DC-source. For this reason the next step was to combine board A.1 with a
SQUID in order to do its flux bias. In this case our board did not act as current bias
and it did not make the read-out of the SQUID, so, the use of the magnicon set was
imperative.
The setup inside the cryostat can be seen in figure 5.16 :
Figure 5.16: Experimental setup of Board A.1 together with a SQUID inside the
cryostat
Note: For a better understanding of this setup, the reader should analyze figure 5.17,
where is possible to see the pin assignment of the SQUID.
During these tests, our SIS devices were biased exactly in the same way as in experiment
5.2.1 and the feedline was connected to a power source as well. The difference in this
experiment shows up in the connections with the SQUID. They were linked in such way
that our board was able to do the flux bias of the device. For this purpose, the output
of one channel was connected in series with the feedback coil by the pins −Φ and +Φ
(see figure 5.16 ).
The generated current by the SIS with respect to the power level will pass through the
feedback coil and change the magnetic flux seen by the SQUID. That, in short, gives us
a magnetic flux controlled by a RF source. Furthermore it is important to refer that for
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this flux bias experiment we used the fourth channel because it was the one which best
suited the current requirements of the coil (≈ 180.02µA).
Figure 5.17: Pin assignment of the SQUID of the SQUID from Magnicon
During the start of this experiment we wanted to be sure that the behaviour of the SIS
device did not change when was put together with another superconducting device in
the same system. For that reason we took another look to the IV curve of the fourth
SIS at a frequency of 2.513GHz and we made a comparison with the curve from the
previous test. This is shown in figure 5.18 :
Figure 5.18: IV curves of the SIS device on experiments 5.2.1 and 5.2.2
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Furthermore we also analyzed the generated current by the SIS with respect to the power
level and we made a comparison to the obtained response in experiment 5.2.1 (figure
5.19 ).
Figure 5.19: Current modulation with power on experiments 5.2.1 and 5.2.2
With these initial steps we can be sure that the SIS maintains a similar behavior. For
that reason we proceeded with the SQUID analyzing.
Figure 5.20 shows the SQUID VI curve for different power levels given to the SIS device.
This different power at the SIS will lead to a different current flowing in the flux coil
and therefore to a different curve.
Figure 5.20: IV curve of the SQUID from power levels of -40dBm to -20dBm
In conclusion, the SQUID reacts to the change in power in the way that we expected.
For lower power levels it has a normal VI curve (see figure 2.6 ) and as soon as we start to
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increase the power, it starts to become resistive, making this device able to do sensitive
measurements.
Another big challenge was to prove that we could modulate the magnetic flux and in
this way the voltage across the SQUID with our RF power source. For this we biased
the SQUID with the help of the magnicon software (SQUIDViewer) with a series of
different current values and we went through a certain range of synthesizer power. The
results are shown in figure 5.21 :
Figure 5.21: Modulation of the voltage across the SQUID with RF power
At this point was a surprise to see that the amplitude of the voltage modulation decreased
as we increased the power level for all the bias currents. In a way to try to understand
this cause, we analyzed the voltage across the SQUID for the RF controlled SIS at two
different bias voltages of the SIS and also for a SIS with no RF power but with its
current regulated with the bias supply instead of RF power. The results can be seen in
figure 5.22 :
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Figure 5.22: Modulation of the voltage across the SQUID with SIS current
This last graph clarifies now, as we expected, that there is a periodic modulation of the
SQUID voltage with current. This fact could have been derived by figure 5.21 but was
not that trivial because power and current do not have a linear relationship. However,
now we can conclude it with no doubt. Another point, already referred in the previous
paragraph, is the fact that the amplitude of the modulation is not always the same but
it decreases with the increasing of the RF power. This is an unwanted effect, probably
caused by the direct coupling between the RF power and the SQUID inside the cryostat.
This coupling effect can happen due to the open structure of the bracket we are using,
or a too low attenuation of the low-pass filter.
For a SIS bias voltage of 2.481mV we need more power to get the same current, although
this means more coupling to the SQUID and less modulation of its voltage. In the case
of a bias voltage of 2.673mV (closer to the gap in its IV curve), we need less power for
a certain increase in current and for this reason, less coupling with the SQUID. Finally,
in the case where there is no RF power getting in the system, the SQUID has a normal
modulation (see red line in figure 2.22 ). In these initial experiments we had not paid
attention to the proper EMI shielding of the PCB, but an easy solution for this problem
is to place both the SQUID and the board inside a isolation box so this way the RF
power coming from an external source does not interfere with the rest of the system.
The next demonstration with this setup was to prove that we could lock the SQUID at
a certain working point and make noise measurements in order to compare them with
the previous ones. For this, a more complicated setup had to be used, which can be
represented in a simplified way in figure 5.23 :
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Figure 5.23: Block diagram representing the setup used for noise measurements
To lock the SQUID we used a similar method as in the first experiment. The VSQUIDISIS
curve(see figure 5.22 ) was analyzed and we could choose a specific current (corresponding
to a certain power) where the coefficient between voltage and current had the biggest
value. Then we used magnicon software to compensate all the possible offsets, setting
this working point to zero. After the FLL mode being set, figure5.23 represents how we
automatically controlled the current in the feedback coil.
During the FLL mode, any change in the flux in the SQUID will result in a change
of voltage across the SQUID that will generate a difference in the output voltage with
respect to zero (our working point). Instead of using this output voltage directly with a
feedback resistor to generate a current in the feedback coil, we now use the output voltage
to control the amplitude of the RF current in the SIS. An amplitude change of the RF
current changes the DC current in the SIS and thereby the current in the feedback coil.
For this the synthesizer power supply is operating in an amplitude modulation mode
where RF amplitude is proportional to a DC input voltage.
For example if there is an increase in the magnicon output of 0.1V, the amplitude
modulation will generate a wave with the same frequency but with power reduced by
10% to compensate this external effect. The RF frequency was chosen to be 2.513GHz
because, once again, we are using the fourth channel of our board and when this one
gets to the SIS, it will generate a certain current that, in this case, is considered the
feedback current.
In resume, in this way we have a SQUID operating in a Flux Locked Loop where the
feedback is controlled by a RF power modulation.
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To proceed with noise measurements, we first needed to make bridge between our vari-
ables and determine once again the Mutual Inductance (MF ) and the representative
resistance of the devices modulating the feedback current. The mutual inductance was
determined in the same way as for experiment 5.1 with a similar value of 35.9µI and
the effective feedback resistance was determined to be 500kΩ.
The conversion between ΦN and VSQUID can be written as follows:
ΦN = I × 1
MF
=
V
R
× 1
MF
= 0.05571V (5.3)
If we now translate, once again, dBVRMS in voltage across the SQUID we have:
VSQUID =
√
2× 10 dBVRMS20 (5.4)
In this case, in the external electronics we just used an attenuator of 0.1 and an ampli-
fier of ×10. For this reason the previous expression is simplified. Furthermore the value
used to directly bias the SQUID was 16.366 µA and the voltage bias used to cancel the
offsets was 0.651 mV .
The results for three different working points can be seen in table 5.3 :
Bias Voltage SIS Cutoff Frequency Power Level Flux Noise
(mV) (kHz) (dBm) (µΦo)
2.77 1 -21.63 73,2145
2.85 1 -21.63 90,4905
2.77 1 -22.03 51,2470
2.77 1 -28.23 121,6825
Table 5.3: Flux Noise Measurements
It is important to refer that, for the noise measurements of the SQUID without the
board, the working point was not critical because the modulation of the V Φ curve was
always the same, although, in this last case we have seen that the modulation depends
on the RF power level (see figure 5.21 ). For this reason we try to find a working point
in the range of -30dBm to -20dBm where the unwanted EMI of RF power does not
influence the SQUID behavior.
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An example of the obtained graphs is shown in figure 5.24 :
Figure 5.24: Noise measurements for a working point at -22.03dBm
Remarks: As being the first experiment doing a flux bias of a SQUID and to be able
to lock it at a certain working point, stable enough to allow some noise measurements,
we consider this experiment a very good achievement. However, there are details that
can be improved to reduce the noise measured from this setup.
Comparing these noise values (easily seen by the spikes in the figure 5.24.) to the ones
obtained in measurements with just the SQUID and magnicon we can see that in aver-
age, the values are 100× bigger. This was something that we were expecting due to all
the cabling and coupling between superconducting devices and power sources.
Another non optimal effect that has to be improved as well, is the fact that we can just
keep the SQUID locked and working in FLL mode for lower frequencies. This can also
be improved by making some changes in the external setup because this low cutoff value
was determined by the external electronics.
As we have seen before, the chosen working point is extremely important for the good
performance of the SQUID. For this reason a couple of more iterations on the search
for a perfect working point could result in lower noise values. In overall the results were
pretty satisfying and they give some space for improvements and hope for better results.
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5.3 Tests with board A.2
To test board A.2 we applied the method that we already had used in experiment 5.2.1.
One more time, the SIS devices were analyzed individually with help of a switch on the
outside of the cryostat. Furthermore the IV curve of the SIS of each channel can be seen
in Appendix C.
This setup can be seen in figure 5.25 :
Figure 5.25: Experimental setup with Board A.2
When we observed the IV curve of each of the SIS devices, we noticed that three of
them were not working properly (See section SIS of Board A.2 in Appendix C). Besides
that, the maximum number of switches on the outside of the cryostat was only 10, so,
for this reason we couldn’t analyze the last filter on the board.
In this experiment we could analyze 7 channels, but in future iterations the non-working
SIS devices would be replaced and another switch for channel 11 would be fixed on the
cryostat.
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At this point we analyzed the current response with frequency of each working SIS. The
obtained results can be seen in the following graphs (figure 5.26 to 5.32 ):
Figure 5.26: Current flow with frequency for channel 1 (Bias Voltage= 2.607mV)
Figure 5.27: Current flow with frequency for channel 2 (Bias Voltage= 2.646mV)
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Figure 5.28: Current flow with frequency for channel 3 (Bias Voltage= 2.549mV)
Figure 5.29: Current flow with frequency for channel 5 (Bias Voltage= 2.549mV)
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Figure 5.30: Current flow with frequency for channel 7 (Bias Voltage= 2.381mV)
Figure 5.31: Current flow with frequency for channel 8 (Bias Voltage= 2.539mV)
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Figure 5.32: Current flow with frequency for channel 9 (Bias Voltage= 2.446mV)
Looking at the previous graphs we see a very sharp and narrow filter response. We
can also notice a small interference around 3.7GHz, 5.5GHz and 6.5GHz. These can be
considered an unwanted effect, probably due to some components in the board or to
the open structure of the bracket that we are using. For the analysis here they can be
neglected these effects because they are outside the range where our filters operate.
The only affected case is for the filters in the 5.5GHz region. In this case we can see a
evident change in shape of filter of channel 8 and 9. In these cases we can say that the
filter original response was put together with the external interference, which led to an
increased of its bandwidth.
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Once more, looking at figure 5.33, we can analyze the current response of each of the
SIS devices with power for their respective peak frequency.
Figure 5.33: Variation of the current flow with power
With this last graph we can once more prove that, at the peak frequency, we have
an RF-power controlled DC-source and that, in the range of -40dBm and -25dBm this
relationsship can be considered linear.
Furthermore we would like to compare all the filter responses without being dependent
on the SIS behaviour. For this, we made a graph including all the filters responses
normalized and without their leakage current. This relative comparison can be seen in
figure 5.34 :
Figure 5.34: All the filter responses normalized
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Finally we will compare the filter responses with the simulations made before production
(see figure 4.3 ). Since we couldn’t measure the transmission of each filter we will compare
the center frequency and Q factor for all the channels for both the simulations and the
real measurements:
ADS Simulation Measurements
Channel Center Frequency Factor Q Center Frequency Factor Q
(GHz) (GHz)
1 4.23 211.5 4.264 213.25
2 4.40 220 4.426 158.06
3 4.56 228 4.587 229.35
4 4.72 236 - -
5 4.88 244 4.903 288.4
6 5.04 252 - -
7 5.20 260 5.218 372.80
8 5.36 268 5.387 71.62
9 5.51 275.5 5.513 197.14
10 5.67 283.5 - -
11 5.82 292.5 - -
Table 5.4: Q factors of the filters in simulations and in real measurements
In order to make a comparison as close to reality as possible, between the filter simulation
and the produced filter response, we analysed a high resolution measurement, the normal
current measurement (both in logarithmic scales) and the ADS simulation of channel
5 in the same plot. This can be seen in figure 5.35. There we can observe the filter
response of channel 5 from the normal current measurement with its leakage current
subtracted and in a logarithmic scale (dark blue curve). It is important to refer that
was possible to do this plot due to the linear relationship between current and power at
-30dBm.
It is also possible to see the filter response from a high resolution measurement (light blue
curve), where a lock-in method was used. In this method the RF power was switched
on and off with a certain frequency and this only measured the difference between the
leakage current and the current generated due the RF power. This makes possible only
the measurement of the current in the SIS device and therefore a better resolution.
Finally the filter response from the ADS simulations can also be seen as a green curve.
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Figure 5.35: Transmission curves of filter of channel 5
From the previous figure we notice that peak frequency of the measurements is a bit
shifted and also that the measurements show narrower responses than the simulations,
something that was already known from the results of table 5.4. This can be explained
by the use of a perfect conductor during the simulations instead of Niobium. In addition,
from figure 5.34 we see that almost all the filters have similar responses. For this reason
we can consider this comparison valid for the transmission of the rest of the filters.
Remarks: This second iteration of experience 5.2.1 was considered a sucess. Once
again we could prove the feasibility of a SIS device working as a RF-to-DC converter and
also that current and power have a linear relationship for a certain range of power levels.
However, the biggest goal with this experiment was not only show that the SIS devices
had these properties, but also show that the filters made of microstrip lines would give
us a much better response and narrower bandpass ranges. Away from all the external
interferences, this can be seen in all the graphs of current flow with frequency.
In the last table we can also see that the design matched all the characteristics of the
simulations. All the measured frequencies were just slightly shifted from the center fre-
quencies of the simulations and the Q values are very similar to the previously calculated
for almost all the filters. An exception is just filters of channel 8, where the interferences
led to an increase of bandwidth and clearly a decrease of the Q value and filter of channel
7 that has clearly a much higher Q value.
This multiplexing filter design allow us to have filters with bandgaps really close to each
other what makes possible to increase the number of filters without the need to increase
the frequency range in the input. Furthermore in future experiments, the non-working
SIS devices should be replaced and a way of analyzing the last filter should be found.
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5.4 Tests with board B
To test the feasibility of Board B, i.e. of SIS devices working as frequency down con-
verters, we prepared the following setup (figure 5.36 ):
Figure 5.36: Experimental setup with board B
During this experiment was crucial to have an input signal at a frequency that matched
the highest point within the bandgap of the filter, modulated with several frequencies in
the MHz range. For this reason, before testing the entire setup, we observed the filter’s
response and the SIS individually in order to know the center frequency and the working
state of the SIS.
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There obtained results can be seen in the figure 5.37 and 5.38 :
Figure 5.37: IV curve for different power levels
From the previous graph we can choose a proper bias voltage (2.476mV ) and analyze
the current flow with frequency.
Figure 5.38: Current flow for different frequencies and power levels
At this point we know that the center frequency of the filter is around 2.424GHz and,
as seen before, that we could also control the current flow by changing the power level.
It was then possible to proceed with the following tests.
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Unfortunately during this first experiment we noticed that the amplifier, placed in the
setup to amplify the output signal, was not working properly and that one of the resistors
on the channel, (R2 of the schematics on figure 4.5 ) had by mistake, a value of 1kΩ
instead of the original one of 1Ω. For this reason was difficult to observe the behaviour
of the SIS as a frequency down-converter. However, we still tried to observe the SIS
mixing properties but for a input signal only modulated with a single frequency. Before
the modulation, we had a frequency carrier (fc) of 2.424 GHz and a modulator signal
of 500kHz. During the process two new frequencies were created (fc−1 = 2.4245GHz
and fc+1 = 2.4235GHz). This was done with the amplitude modulation capabilities of
a signal generator (SMF 100A from Rohde & Schwarz) and can be seen in figure 5.39
(graph on top).
Furthermore, as the theory had predicted (see Chapter 2.1.2), an output with a single
frequency of 500kHz was detected but, due to already explained reasons, it had very low
power but power enough to demonstrate the feasibility of the SIS working as a mixer.
Figure 5.39: Modulated signal on the top side and the output down-converted signal
on the bottom
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For the following experiment we replaced the 1kΩ resistor with the correct one of 1Ω
and we didn’t make use of the amplifier. Once again we used the signal generator to
internally mix a signal with the carrier frequency and another frequency in the range
close to MHz. It is important to refer that, in this second experiment the bandgap had
more than one big peak and that, this one had shifted a little bit. For this reason we
now mixed a signal of 2.4102GHz with 100kHz. The input and output signals can be
seen in figure 5.40 :
Figure 5.40: Modulated signal on the top side and the output down-converted signal
on the bottom
Once again we see in the first graph fc of 2.4102 GHz and the two new generated fre-
quencies fc−1 = 2.4101GHz and fc+1 = 2.4103GHz. This wave was then inserted in
the input port of the cryostat, it passed trough the feedline, the respective SAW filter
and finally the SIS that was biased at 2.476mV. Here the device acts as a mixer by
converting the input signal in a new one with two frequencies. Furthermore the lowpass
filter at the output reduces the down-converted signal to one with a single frequency of
100kHz, known as Intermediate Frequency (see Chapter 2.1.2).
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After being once again succeeding when down-converting one frequency, we now tried to
achieve our final goal. We tried to see how the SIS reacted to an input modulated with
more than one frequency. For this reason we created by software a waveform made of a
comb of 10 frequencies in the range from 1.2f to 3f where f depends on the frequency
by which we multiply this waveform (defined by the external wave generator). This one
was generated with Mathcad and imported by Labview to finally be transferred to an
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). One period of this waveform can be seen in figure
5.41 :
Figure 5.41: Waveform generated by software
With the resulting signal and with a wave of 2.4021 GHz, we did an external AM
modulation, where the frequency carrier (fc) is the 2.4021 GHz (another peak within
the bandgap of the filter) and the signal with the comb of frequencies acted as modulator.
In this case the AWG repeats the waveform at a rate of 20kHz, and since the original
waveform contains 5 full periods of the lowest frequency sine wave, the lowest frequency
in the frequency comb is 120 KHz. The other frequencies can be calculated with:
fn = (1 +
2n
10
)× fgen × 5, n = [1, 10] (5.5)
Where, fgen = 20kHz
The comb of frequencies can then be written as:
f1 = 120kHz, f2 = 140kHz, f3 = 160kHz, f4 = 180kHz, f5 = 200kHz,
f6 = 220kHz, f7 = 240kHz, f8 = 260kHz, f9 = 280kHz, f10 = 300kHz
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And both the input modulated signal and the output can be seen in figure 5.42 :
Figure 5.42: Modulated input signal on top and output on the bottom
With this second trial we demonstrate once again the feasibility of the SIS working as a
frequency down-converter. However the output power signal was lower than we would
expect. During this experiment it turned out that the cryostat was having some thermal
problems, with a lowest temperature of the SIS device of about 6 Kelvin. There was a
lot of Helium flow to the outside and the temperature was increasing quite fast. Because
of this the behaviour of the SIS was not ideal and we had to use an external amplifier
to analyze the output signal. This amplifier had a gain of 1000 (≡ 30dBm) and for this
reason our output signal should have its peak at 30dBm less than what we see in the
previous figure. This leads to a loss around -10dBm between the input an output signal.
Furthermore we can see the low noise increasing a little bit in the second graph for higher
frequencies. This can represent some noise coming directly from the SIS device and it
means that if we want to make use of the device as a mixer for that range of frequencies
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we need to improve or signal transmission so it can be further away from the noise level.
This can considered a big improvement from the previous experience because we have
an output signal with 30dBm more power, although, if we had a cryostat cold enough
and a SIS working at its best performance, we would get even better results.
Remarks: As we can see this proof of concept is done and we can now be sure that the
SIS can generate frequencies in the MHz range, what is a big step to physically proceed
with the TES biasing because these devices need very low values of power (≈ -120dBm)
in this exactly range of frequencies. A future step would be getting better transmission
values with a cold cryostat and try to do the biasing of a TES with this signal.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
With all the experiments that we have done along this project, there were mainly posi-
tive results. The goals of this project were to show the feasibility that SIS devices could
work as mixers and as a RF-to-DC converters at frequencies of a few GHz and that a
frequency multiplexing system using superconducting filters in the GHz range can have
a predictable and desired filter response. A possible next step is the integration of the
superconducting filters with the SIS devices, this would further miniaturize the proposed
design.
Taking a look to chapter 5 we conclude that all these goals were achieved. We could
prove the feasibility of the SIS working as mixer and RF-to-DC converter and the filter
bank designed with superconducting microstrip lines had similar results as the simula-
tions. Finally, one of the most important conclusions from this research project was to
confirm that for the first time a RF controlled SIS could successfully DC-bias a control
line (the feedback line) of a DC-SQUID. The noise performance of this control still has to
be optimized, but given the fact that within a first experiment we were able to achieve a
Flux Lock Loop in a completely new way we foresee that, with further optimization, the
control can be used for low-noise applications. The results in this thesis show a first step
in the development of the read-out scheme as proposed in chapter 1. Further studies
have to focus on the details of the noise performance and the detailed characterization
of the SIS mixers and RF-to-DC converters and it can be done with the designs that
were fabricated within this work.
From all the experiments we understood what has to be done to make further improve-
ments in the design. According to them, we already put some thought about new tests,
as for example, the SQUID flux and current biasing with the microstrip board, changes
in the external electronics setup during the tests with a SIS acting as down-converter,
the use of this output down-converted signal to AC-bias the TES devices and finally
make another design of a board with SIS working as up-converters.
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In a longer future we hope to get a prototype with a few channels, each of them with
all the three sub-channels of the proposed design (see figure 1.1 ) working together with
no unwanted interaction between superconducting components and RF power and later
on use it for real space applications.
My opinion about my personal evolution along the project is also quite positive. During
these few months I could work with top technology devices and the best software pack-
ages for PCB design and RF simulations. All the experiments gave us promising results
what makes me quite happy about the performance of the designed boards, especially
the filters designed with ADS. After several iterations of the design in ADS we got really
good results in the simulations and matching results in reality.
However, I have found out that the downside of working with devices at cryogenic tem-
peratures is the fact that takes a long time to cool everything down. For this reason,
when there is the need of some changes in the setup inside the cryostat, it takes a while
to do a new iteration and therefore, a while until everything works as expected.
In resume, I grew up as a professional and I could learn a lot, either in a theoretical
point of view or in the hard task of being an engineer and deal with small details that
sometimes are crucial during our work.
Appendix A
Layout of the Boards from
Expedition PCB
All of the PCBs were designed in Mentor Graphics, using DxDesigner to draw the elec-
trical scheme and then Expedition PCB to design the board’s layout. The boards were
printed at SRON Groningen and after that all the components were mounted on the
board. The layouts can be seen in the A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 :
Figure A.1: Layout of the board with SAW filters as channelizers and SIS as rectifiers
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Figure A.2: Layout of the board with SAW filters as channelizers and SIS as frequency
mixers
Figure A.3: Layout of the two small boards with one SMA connector
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Figure A.4: Layout of the board with bias T devices and SIS as rectifiers
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Appendix B
Different Designs for Frequency
Division with Microstrip Lines
An important part of this project, which required a lot of time was to produce a feasi-
ble multiplexing system made of microstrip lines. As said before, the Advanced Design
System (ADS) from Agilent Technologies was used to design and simulate all the RF fil-
terbanks. In this Appendix is possible to see all the different designs as their simulations
in transmission.
B.1 Design with T-junctions and parallel coupled filters
Figure B.1: Layout and simulation of a design with T-junctions and parallel coupled
filters
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In the previous design (figure B.1 ) the connection with the feedine is done with T-
Junctions and the frequency selection is done by parallel coupled lines that act as filters.
[23] [25]
B.2 Multiplexer with directional couplers and hairpin fil-
ters
In this design (figure B.2 ) the hairpin filters are attached to the feedline by directional
couplers. One of the disadvantages of this particular design is the size and its weak
transmission stability during optimization. [20] [21]
Figure B.2: Layout and simulation of a design with directional couplers and hairpin
filters
B.3 Multiplexer with hybrid couplers and parallel coupled
filters
Another design (figure B.3 ) was based in some already exinting schemes and a patent.
The disadvantages are similar to the the previous design. The transmission during opti-
mization was very unstable and once again, the size turned out to be a non ideal solution.
[22] [23] [24]
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Figure B.3: Layout and simulation of a design with hybrid couplers and parallel
coupled filters
B.4 Multiplexer with T-junctions and lines as resonators
This design (B.4 ) is somehow very close to our final version, however in this case the
coupling to the feedine is made by T-junctions instead of directional couplers, something
that increased the crosstalking between filters. The results were also not ideal because
the Q of the filters were not as high as we were looking for.
Figure B.4: Layout and simulation of a design with T-Junctions and lines as res-
onators
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B.5 Multiplexer with directional couplers and gaps as out-
put coupling
This design (figure B.5 ) was one of the final iterations of the produced version. There
are directional couplers to do the coupling with the feddline but in this case there is a
tiny gap between the resonator and the outputline.
The simulations for this scheme were satisfaying as well but the main disadvantage was
the dificulty to physically produce such a small gap (≈ 100µ) between lines.
Figure B.5: Layout and simulation of a design with directional couplers and gaps as
output coupling
Appendix C
IV curves for all the devices in
Board A.1 and A.2
To understand the different responses of each channel in both boards A.1 and A.2, is
important to take a close look to the SIS devices. Their properties are not always the
same and this leads to different results, as for example, in current flow.
As explained before in section 5.2.1 some of the junctions have some series resistance
due the silver paint contacts made between the SIS and the board. One of them (SIS4
on board A.1) revealed the presence of a small Josephson current close to the origin.
However these facts can somehow be negligible because the main SIS property that we
are looking for, is the jump in current close to VGAP . Furthermore, during our first
experiments we had some heating effects for higher voltage values, although this could
be corrected by the presence of a aluminium cover on top of the boards, in order to keep
the SIS working at cryogenic temperatures.
In this Appendix we can see the IV curves of all the SIS devices used in the boards.
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C.1 SIS of Board A.1
Figure C.1: IV curve of SIS1 on the left and SIS2 on the right
Figure C.2: IV curve of SIS3 on the left and SIS4 on the right
Figure C.3: IV curve of SIS5
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C.2 SIS of Board A.2
Figure C.4: IV curve of SIS1 on the left and SIS2 on the right
Figure C.5: IV curve of SIS3 on the left and SIS4 on the right
Figure C.6: IV curve of SIS5 on the left and SIS6 on the right
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Figure C.7: IV curve of SIS7 on the left and SIS8 on the right
Figure C.8: IV curve of SIS9 on the left and SIS10 on the right
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